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Vacancy model for substitutional Ni, Pd, Pt, and Au in silicon
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The vacancy model for the electronic structure in silicon of substitutional transition elements
near the end of the 3d, 4d, and 5d series is described and a simplified theoretical treatment for their
paramagnetic properties is presented. It is concluded that the complete set of such impurities for
which experimental information is available —Ni, , Pd, , Pt, , and Au, —are all well described by
the model. In making this argument, an alternative, physically more reasonable, analysis is proposed
for the electron paramagnetic resonance and electron-nuclear double resonance results on Ni, and
Pd, [Solid State Commun. 80, 439 (1991)j, which were originally interpreted as con6icting with
the model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Several years ago, one of us suggested a model for the
electronic structure in silicon of substitutional transition
element impurities near the end of the 3d, 4d, and 5d
series. Labeled the "vacancy model, " it described the
structure as primarily that of a filled d shell deep in the
valence band, with the remaining electrons in the t2 va-
cancylike orbitals of the four silicon neighbors, which are
in the forbidden gap and account for the electrical ac-
tivity of the defect. The rationale was the recognition
that for these impurities, the d-shell orbitals are ener-
getically much lower than those of the dangling vacancy
orbitals with which they overlap, and they should there-
fore be filled first. In this model, only small admixtures
of the d(t2) orbitals should be present in the vacancy t2
orbitals. The evidence cited at the time was early elec-
tronic structure calculations that demonstrated such a
trend. Subsequent more sophisticated electronic struc-
ture calculations have also been interpreted to confirm
the model.

Experimentally, however, the model has proven to be
one of continuing controversy. Initially, the controversy
centered on the interpretation of electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) studies of substitutional Pt (Pt, ),
where an alternative dihedral bonding model with the
unpaired electron in the 5d shell was put forward. The
argument of these authors was based primarily on the
observed g values, which were argued to be incompatible
with the vacancy model. Subsequently, however, Delerue,
Lanoo, and Allan and Anderson et aL. , using a phe-
nomenological approach introduced by Lowther for the
problem, showed that the g values and central ion hyper-
fine values could be fitted well within the vacancy model.
Finally, Anderson, Ham, and Watkins showed &om a
detailed theoretical treatment that all of the general fea-
tures of the EPR spectrum —the g values, the hyperfine
interactions with the Pt and only two of its silicon neigh-
bors, and the behavior under uniaxial stress —could be
adequately accounted for in the vacancy model.

More recently, the controversy has shifted to the 4d

and 3d counterparts, Pd, and Ni, . In these cases, an
analysis of the hyperfine interactions for the transition el-
ement impurity, as observed by EPR and electron-nuclear
double resonance (ENDOR), was interpreted to indicate
the symmetry of the orbital containing the paramagnetic
electron to be inconsistent with the vacancy model.
In the present paper, however, we will point out an al-
ternative analysis of the experimental results, which we
argue is physically more reasonable, and which can also
match the experimental data. This analysis provides hy-
perfine interactions which are now consistent with the
vacancy model, as are the other properties of these cen-
ters. In addition, we will show that the vacancy model
provides a unique and natural explanation for the un-
usual properties of substitutional Au, . We conclude,
therefore, that the vacancy model successfully accounts
for the properties of all the substitutional transition el-
ement impurities near the end of the 3d, 4d, and Gd

series which have so far been determined in silicon.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II,

we present a brief summary of the vacancy model. We
present a simplified treatment of the theory of Anderson,
Ham, and Watkins for the spin-Hamiltonian parame-
ters, which retains the essential physics of the problem,
identifying it as a competition between spin-orbit inter-
action and a Jahn-Teller ofI-center C2„distortion of the
impurity ion, and we summarize the agreement achieved
for the Pt, EPR results. In Sec. III, we show, using this
simple treatment, that the vacancy model explains also
in a natural way the properties of substitutional Au, , as
deduced via recent Zeeman studies of its optical hole and
electron excitation spectra. ' In Sec. IV, we review
the experimental EPR results for Pd, and Ni, , and
demonstrate that their g values and Dahn-Teller distor-
tion characteristics are also well explained by the vacancy
model. We then consider the hyperfine analysis and con-
clusions as presented in Refs. 12 and 13. We point out
an alternative analysis to their results, which we argue
is physically more realistic, and demonstrate that it now
leads to satisfactory agreement with the vacancy model.
In Sec. V we summarize.
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II. THE VACANCY MODEL

The basic idea of the vacancy model is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The vacancy t2 states that lie in the band gap
result Rom the dangling bonds on the silicon atoms sur-
rounding the vacant site into which the transition ele-
ment (X') is inserted. They interact weakly with the
impurity d states of t2 symmetry, which are filled, being
deep in the valence band for transition-element ions at
the end of each series, and remain strongly vacancylike,
containing therefore only small admixtures of the impu-
rity d states. For Ni, , Pd, , Pt, , and Au, there are
three electrons in the t2 orbital, similar to the case for
the isolated vacancy (V ).

As for V, the degeneracy can be lifted by a tetragonal
Jahn-Teller (JT) distortion, plus a weaker trigonal one,
to give C2„symmetry, ~4 as illustrated in Figs. 2(a)—2(c).
This observation of C2 symmetry for both Pt, and
V was cited as a supporting argument in the original
proposal of the vacancy model. Subsequent studies of
alignment under uniaxial stress revealed that for Pt;,
the sign of each distortion is actually reversed &om that
for V, giving the signs illustrated in Fig. 2(e)—heavy
arrows for the tetragonal distortion and light arrows for
the t2 trigonal distortion —and the ordering of the lev-
els shown in the figure. (Linear JT coupling predicts for
the three-electron case equal energy gains for either sign
of distortion, ' the actual choice being determined by
higher-order effects. The difference presumably reHects
subtle contributions IIrom the presence of the central ion,
and has no direct bearing on the relevance of the vacancy
model. The deduced signs of the individual orbital stress
coefBcients were found to be the same for both, as re-
quired. )

Anderson, Ham, and Watkins introduced spin-orbit
interaction, treating it on equal footing with respect to
the trigonal distortion and in second order with respect to
the tetragonal distortion. The major effect was a compe-
tition between the trigonal distortion and the spin-orbit

interaction for the makeup of the states derived &om the
e orbitals [see Fig. 2(d)], which in turn strongly affected
the EPR parameters of the defect as determined by the
partially occupied state. The smaller second-order ad-
mixture of the excited aq state into the partially occupied
EPR active state was less important and its admixture
coeFicient was estimated to be only 0.1 &om its effect
on the g values and the central hyperfine interaction.

In what follows, we follow therefore the treatment
by Anderson, Ham, and Watkins, but we will ignore
the small spin-orbit-induced admixture of the excited aq
state, which will be sufhcient to illustrate the general
features of the model. We expect this to be increasingly
valid as we go &om Pt, to Pd, to Ni, because of the
decreasing atomic spin-orbit interaction (g (3368 to 1416
to 603 cm )

Introducing a linear Jahn-Teller coupling constant V,
and the elastic restoring force constant k for the trigonal
t2, distortion coordinate Q, plus a spin-orbit interaction
AC . S, the orbital e state with spin reduces to a simple
2x 2 Hamiltonian for each spin state,

—VQ +i —"

~i ", +V—Q 2
"'

where the upper and lower signs of the off-diagonal ele-
ments go with the M = +2 and —

2 states, respectively.
Here, and in what follows, we use the usual convention
of treating the t2 manifold as an effective 8 = 1 system
with the corresponding matrix elements of p functions.
The sign of A is therefore reversed (negative) from that
appropriate for d-function matrix elements, and reduced
from the atomic value by A = (dN2, wher—e N is the
percentage central ion d function in the e orbitals. The
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FIG. 1. One-electron energy levels of (a) the negative sili-
con vacancy in full tetrahedral symmetry, (b) the d states
of the transition-element impurity, and (c) the substitutional
impurity in silicon (with no JT distortion).

FIG. 2. Gap t2 states for Ni, , Pd, , Pt, , or Au, " (a)
in T~ symmetry, (b) after tetragonal JT distortion, (c) plus
trigonal t2 JT distortion, and (d) plus spin-orbit interaction.
In (e), the tetragonal distortion is indicated by heavy arrows,
the t2 trigonal distortion, by light arrows.
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solution can be written compactly as paramagnetic) state can be written

1E/(E»), = +-g + 16*2+*',
where

'R = PBB.g 8+8.A. I,

x = Ql —(n/4),

which decreases with increasing ~A~, becoming zero when
~A( & 4(E»), .

Introducing the Zeeman Hamiltonian and including
the hyper6ne interaction of the central ion,

I S
+Z = gePB+ ' S+gCPB+ ~+gegnPBPNI r3 r3

r (S.r) 8+3 + —srSh (r)r5 3 (4)

an efFective spin Hamiltonian for the upper (half-filled,

0

where n = A/(E»)p, and x = Q/Qp, with (EgT)p
V2/2k, the minimum energy at Qp = V/k, when A =- O.
The results, shown in Fig. 3 for various values of o.,
illustrate the competition between A and the 3ahn-Teller
efFect. The magnitude of the distortion, given by the
minimum energy position x, is given by

g =g, —2gcgl —x2 =g, +2N Ql —x2,

gxx = gyy = gJ = ge&m)

3
A =A x + PN —1+ —(1 —x ) ——Ql —x

2 2

Ay„——A,x — PN —1 ——(1 —x ) ——Ql —x24 1 3

A, =A, + PK 1—+7/1 —x22

Here, A, is the Fermi contact term, P
= g,g~pspiv (r s) for the 5d, 4d, or 3d orbital on
the central ion, N is the percentage d character in the
orbital, and 8 is an efFective 8 = 1/2 spin operator.

In the case of Pt, , the near axial symmetry for the
g tensor, with g = g„„=1.4 (see Table I), gives x
0.7, which, with Eq. (3), indicates n = A/(EgT)p --2.8.
For it, therefore, the competition between spin orbit and
the trigonal distortion is a very close one, which is evident
also in Fig. 3 for x = 0.7, where the distortion is just
barely able to occur. With these values, a reasonable
match to the Pt hyper6ne-tensor values could be made
with A, = —227 x 10 cm and PN = 59 x 10
cm . With P = 425 x 10 cm for a Pt 5d orbital,
this gives N = 0.14 for the fraction 5d character in the
orbital. An improved 6t was obtained both to g, and
to the hyper6ne values by including a small admixture
of the ai state into the t2„orbital ( 0.1), leading to
Ae = —219x10 cm and PN = 49x10 cm
and N2 = 0.12. The conclusion of these authors was
therefore that the vacancy model did indeed account for

TABLE I. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters for Ni,
Pd, , Pt, , and Au, . The hyper6ne components

are given in MHz.

I

0.5
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x = Q/Qo ——Q (V/k)

Impurity
61N.ls

Tensor

g
gN
A
A

2.0182
0.665
-39.98
-39.98

JJQ

2.0536
-0.328
-37.60
+3V'.60

zz
2.0163
0.324
+1.01
+1.01

Ref.
13,23
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13
This paper
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1.0 2.0
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- Pd

Ni,

105Pd g
gN
A
A

1.9715 1.9190 2.0544 13,32
-0.2515 +0.2761 -0.2578 13
36.01 35.11 19.28 13
-36.01 +35.11 -19.28 This paper

FIG. 3. Energy vs the JT trigonal distortion coordinate q,
for the two lowest-energy states of the defect for various val-
ues of n = A/(EqT)p. The relationship between g~ and the
minimum energy position is indicated, along with the corre-
sponding implied position for each of the impurities.
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all of the essential features of the Pt, spectrum, and
that the electrically active t2 orbitals in the band gap
contain ~10—15% 5d character.

III. SUBSTITUTIONAL Au, IN SILICON

Zeeman studies of both the electron and hole excita-
tion spectra to Coulombically bound effective-mass ex-
cited states of neutral substitutional gold in silicon have
been reported. ' The energies of each of the transitions
firmly establish the origin of the transitions as those of
the dominant defect produced by gold in silicon, with
an acceptor level at E~ + 0.62 eV and a donor level at
E~ + 0.35 eV. From these studies, the ground state of
the neutral defect was deterxnined to have C2 symme-
try, and, like its isoelectronic analog Pt, , could reorient
easily at T ( 4 K. This ease of reorientation established
unambiguously that it is isolated, not a complex, its low
symmetry the result of Jahn- Teller distortions. The sense
of alignment under uniaxial stress was also established to
be identical to that for Pt, , confirming the level struc-
ture as indicated in Fig. 2. Further strong evidence
that it arises &om isolated substitutional gold comes &om
deep-level transient spectroscopy studies, where it was
demonstrated that in the radioactive decay of Au to

Pt, the E~+0.62 and E~+0.35 eV levels convert in 1:1
fashion to an E~—0.22 eV acceptor level, which has been
well established to arise &om isolated Pt, . The Zeeman
studies determined that the ground state splits according
to an effective 8 =1/2, with

g~~
= 2.8 and g~ --0.

(Recently, a C2„EPR signal with small g anisotropy
has been reported in Ag-doped silicon and attributed to
isolated substitutional Au, accidentally introduced in
the processing. In view of the strong evidence cited
above, we suggest that this EPR signal, if related to gold
at all, must arise &om a Au-defect complex, as has been
established for all other Au-related EPR signals previ-
ously reported in silicon. The good agreement to be
shown below of the optically determined g values with
those predicted by the vacancy model further confirms
this conclusion. )

A glance at Fig. 3 demonstrates how this also Bts well
into our simplified treatment of the vacancy model. In
the case of Au, , the increased atomic spin-orbit inter-
action (~ (4910 for Auo vs 3368 cm i estimated from
atomic splittings for Pt+) (Ref. 28) and increased N2,
expected for its deeper acceptor state (Ec—0.56 eV vs
Ec —0.22 eV for Pt, ), is sufficient for o.'= A/(EgT)0 ——

gA„~2/(EqT)o m 4 and x -+ 0, giving g~ ——0. The
value of g 2.8 is also consistent with this, implying

40%%uo

The fact that one has g~ ——0 is suKcient to explain the
failure to observe isolated Au, by EPR, because of the
vanishing microwave transition probability between the
states. ' Random strains can, of course, produce small
departures &om this condition, and in a few similar g~ ——

0 cases (other ions, other lattices), EPR has been
observed, though weakly. However, in the case of Au, ,
the shallow potential well implied in Fig. 3 undoubtedly
adds further dynamic complications, which could serve
to severely broaden the weak transitions.

IV. EPR RESULTS FOR Pd, AND Ni,
IN SILICON

EPR studies have revealed that Pd, and Ni, also
have C2„symmetry. 3 ' Under uniaxial stress, the
defects have been shown to behave in a manner identical
to Pt, and Au, , both in the ease with which they can
reorient (at T ( 4.2 K) and in the sense of alignment. s4

The signs of both the tetragonal and trigonal distortions
are therefore identical to those of Pt, and Au, , con-
sistent with the level structure indicated in Fig. 2.

The results of recent analysis of the spin-Hamiltonian
parameters for Pda uslxlg EPR axld ENDOR, ' axld
for Ni, using EPR, ' are given in Table I. For each,
resolved hyperfine interactions are observed for only two
of the four silicon neighbors. The axis labeling in the ta-
ble has been chosen so that each conforms to Fig. 1, with
the two Si atoms in the xz plane. In the analysis, it was
necessary to expand the Hamiltonian of Eq. (5) to in-
clude quadrupole interactions for the I = 5/2 Pd and
I = 3/2 Ni nuclei, I . Q . I, and their direct interaction
with the external field, —p~I - g~ ~ B.

For these ions, the vacancy model predicts x —+ 1
as we go &om Pt, to Pd, to Ni, , because of the
progressive decrease in the &ee atom spin-orbit interac-
tion (3368 to 1416 to 603 cm i). r This trend is clear
from the value of (g + g»)/2 which goes froin 1.407
to 1.945 to 2.036, and &om the value of g which goes
&om 2.0789 to 2.0544 to 2.0160. For Pd, , the value
of (g + g»)/2 = 1.945 corresponds with Eqs. (6) to
x —0.97, which, with g = 2.0544, gives N —0.11.
There are of course other contributions to the g shifts
(spin-orbit interactions at the Si neighbors, etc.), which
become relatively more important as we progress toward
Ni, and it is clear that the simple formulas can no longer
be used in this fashion for Ni, , where (g + g»)/2 )
2.0023. We can conclude, however, that x = 1, as fur-
ther evidenced by the value of g . The g values for all
three ions, therefore, also fit satisfactorily into the va-
cancy model, and the relevance of this for the spin-orbit
vs Jahn-Teller competition in the e state is indicated in
Fig. 3.

However, the hyperfine interaction with the central ion
should, according to Eqs. (6), approach axial symmetry
around the y axis and instead it is given as almost ax-
ially symmetric around the z axis in Table I. It is this
observation that led the authors of these two papers
to conclude that the vacancy model was not applicable
for these impurities.

In the results for Pd, , the ENDOR transitions for
M = +1/2 and M = —1/2 were found to cross as 8 was
rotated in certain of the defect planes. To explain this,
the authors concluded that the nuclear g~-tensor com-
ponents must change sign in these planes, as indicated
in the table, and a good fit to the ENDOR and EPR
spectra was then achieved. A similar analysis was there-
fore made for the Ni, EPR spectrum, as indicated also
in the table. They suggested that such an eKect could
result &om orbital angular momentum mixed into the
wave function and argued that this large anisotropy of
the nuclear g tensor represented an additional argument
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against the vacancy model because it is not observed in
the ENDOR of V . (For Pd, , there is an ambiguity
as to which particular planes have this property. In the
6rst paper, it is the xz and xy planes. In the later
paper by this group, it is the yz and yx planes. The
results shown in Table I have been taken &om the later
reference. ~s)

We argue that such a large anisotropy for g~ is not
physically reasonable. As pointed out by tudwig and
Woodbury, orbital angular momentuxn can indeed in-
troduce anisotropy into the nuclear g value, as it does
into the electronic g value, but the two contributions are
related,

Ag~ = AgPN @gal/Ap~.

From this relationship, an anisotropy of & lFo is pre-
dicted.

An alternative analysis could have been made by
changing the sign of A» with respect to those of A~~
and A and keeping the signs of the g~ components un-
changed. That this would also produce very similar EN-
DOR results can be seen as follows: The nuclear Hamil-
tonian, accurate to first order in A/gy~B, can be written

+I.Q I, (8)

where g~, denotes the normal nuclear g value. Written
this way, the term in the parentheses is the magnetic 6eld
seen by the nucleus. Its magnitude and the magnitude
of its components along the principal x, y, z axes of the
defect (i.e. , of g, A, g~, and Q) are unchanged by the
interchange of signs between common components of g~
and A (only the signs of the components change), and
the nuclear energy levels and transitions given by Eq. (8)
are therefore identicaL IThis is confirmed by direct diag-
onalization of Eq. (8) for the two cases using the values in
Table I. They give identical results which, in turn, match
the ENDOR angular dependences given in Fig. 2 of Ref.
12 for the m =

2 ~ —— transition within the accuracy2
afForded by the figure. For example, the crossover of the
transitions will occur close to where the magnitude of the
6eld is the same for the M = + 2 and —

2 states. This oc-
curs when its two components are perpendicular to each
other, i.e., B g~-A - g . B = 0. In the yz plane, this oc-
curs when (gm)yyAyyg» slI1 8: (g~)zzAzzgzz cos 0&

2

where 0 is the angle between B and the z axis. This
can be satis6ed for the same value of 8 by reversing the
signs for the two components of either A or g~, which
for the values given in Table I gives 0 = 36, close to the
value ( 32 ) estimated from Fig. 2 in Ref. 12 for the
crossover of the ENDOR transitions in that plane. In-
cluding the quadrupole interaction shifts the crossing to
32 because the orientation of the field changes slightly
even though its magnitude does not. j Second-order cor-
rection terms can produce shifts in the transitions of
A /4gp&B 14 kHz, and pseudoquadrupole terms of
order Az/6gp~B 10 kHz, which in a careful analysis
could potentially distinguish between the two alternative

interpretations but are within the stated +20 kHz 6t of
Ref. 12 for the m = +2 ', ,' —

2 transition.
We suggest therefore that the correct analysis of the

EPR and ENDOR results for Pd, , and therefore also
for Ni, , should have A» of reversed sign and g~ essen-
tially isotropic, as expected, with its normal nuclear value

(—0.500 for s~Ni and —0.256 for ~ sPd). (Note that the
values for g~ in the table for Pd are very close to its
normal nuclear value, except for sign, while those for Ni
depart significantly. This is as expected, the values for
the former coming &om accurate ENDOR studies, those
of the latter from a 6t to the EPI;. results which are less
sensitive to the nuclear g values. ) In what follows, there-
fore, we will use the magnitude of the hyperfine tensor
components measured by these workers but with the al-
ternative signs given by the bold values in Table I. (The
absolute signs have not been determined. experimentally.
The signs in the table have been selected so that the
anisotropic component corresponds to that predicted for
the bi orbital of Fig. 2, as mill be justified in the next
paragraph. )

With this alternative analysis, there is now a large cen-
tral ion hyper6ne anisotropy in the xy plane, consistent
with the unpaired spin in the b~ orbital, as predicted by
the vacancy model, and depicted in Fig. 2. For Ni,
with z~ = 1 and P = —333 x 10 cm, the value
of A» —(A + A, )/2 = +57.1 MHz corresponds to
N2 = 0.20, a reasonable value. For Pd, , however, the
corresponding hyperfine anisotropy value of +62.7 MHz,
with x~ = 0.97 and P = —159 MHz, i gives N = 0.46.
This is substantially larger than the estimate of 0.11 &om
the g values and serves as warning that additional contri-
butions to the hyperfine interaction not considered above,
such as polarization of the bonding d states in the va-
lence band and of the inner d and p shells, contribu-
tion &om admixtures of 5p valence states, etc. , may be
playing an important role. Further evidence is the de-
parture &om axial symmetry for both Ni, and Pd,
i e , A . .g A, . The important point at this stage is
only that the anisotropy of the hyperfine interaction is
fully consistent with bq symmetry for the partially occu-
pied orbital, as predicted from the vacancy modeL A fully
quantitative agreement for the hyper6ne interaction may
require a more sophisticated treatment including the var-
ious exchange polarization eKects.

V. SUMMARY

The vacancy model predicts that the electronic struc-
ture of substitutional 3d, 4d, and 5d transition-element
impurities near the end of each series in silicon can be
understood as having filled d shells, deep in the valence
band, with the remaining electrons in t2 gap orbitals
which are primarily those of the "vacancy" into which
they are inserted. Only modest admixtures of the t2
impurity d orbitals are expected. An alternative anal-
ysis of pubii;-:wed EPR (Refs. 13 and 33) and ENDOR
(Refs. 12 and 13) results for Ni, and Pd, has been
proposed, which me argue is physically more reasonable.
With this, Ni, , Pd, , Pt, , and Au, now all fit well
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into the general predictions of the model, as described
in a simplified treatment we have presented of the the-
ory of Anderson, Ham, and Watkins. This treatment
contains the essential physics of the system —the com-
petition between spin-orbit interaction and an o8'-center
Jahn-Teller displacement of the substitutional ion—and
provides a simple graphical display (Fig. 3) for the g val-
ues and the magnitude of the distortion vs the relative
size of the spin-orbit and Jahn-Teller interactions. De-
tailed quantitative agreement with the central hyper6ne
interactions is not achieved, particularly for Pd, , but it
is argued that exchange polarization eKects, not included
in the treatment, are probably responsible.

Finally, we point out that it would be highly desirable

that the ENDOR for Pd be repeated (unfortunately, the
original data are no longer available for reanalysisss) and
carefully analyzed to establish whether g~ changes sign
as suggested in Ref. 12, or behaves as normally expected,
as we have proposed here.
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